Trackless Train

All aboard! Our train can be used by children and adults, and can ride on either grass or concrete (must be flat surface), making it an ideal attraction for any carnival, fair, or other special event. Includes fiberglass train engine, 3 coaches for seating up to 18 passengers, and 1 conductor (driver). Great for ages 4 & up.

Pirates Revenge

You'd better have your sea legs ready before you climb aboard the Pirate's Revenge - one of our newest mechanical rides. Up to 12 kids and adults can ride with their friends in this pendulum swinging carnival ride. Popular at many fairs and amusement parks, the pirate ship consists of an open-seated gondola which swings back and forth, subjecting the rider to various levels of angular momentum. The height of the ship's swinging is controlled by our operator, so the ride can be geared toward the little ones or pushed higher for older kids and adults. Includes ride, safety fencing, and 1 attendant. Requires electricity (230 volt, 30 amps). 20' x 7' trailer must be driven to site; approx. 18'l x 24'w x 18'h space required for operation. Great for ages 5 & up.

Disco Car Ride

Get ready for the ride of your life in this popular amusement park ride. Up to 8 kids/6 adult riders sit in a swinging, spinning pendulum. The ride is equipped with lights and music to add to the festive atmosphere. The motion of the car is pre-programmed (not controlled by our operator), but is geared toward young kids and adults. Includes ride, safety fencing, and 1 attendant. Requires electricity (230 volt, 30 amps). 25' x 9' trailer must be driven to site; approx. 18'l x 16'w x 13'h space required for operation. Great for ages 5 & up.

Royal Express Jr. Trackless Train

An electric powered, trackless train that is capable of being run indoors (only requires access through a 36” doorway) or other places where our gas-powered Trackless Train cannot. Includes fiberglass train engine, 4 coaches for seating up to 16 passengers, and 1 conductor (driver). Requires flat surface and area away from foot and car traffic, 14 foot turning radius. Great for ages 4 & up.
Let’s make your event the Talk of the Town!

Having a fun and successful event is amazingly easy, and the #1 factor in success is planning. Fortunately, Talk of the Town has an entire staff of experts ready to help you – just call 301-738-9500 and let us help you with all the details.

SITE VISITS: We are happy to meet with you at our office, the event site, or another location to help you plan your event. A fee may be charged for pre-event site visits. Partial cost of a pre-event site visit may be credited back to the customer if an event is booked with our company.

RESERVATIONS: We recommend that you book equipment well in advance of your event date. This will ensure equipment and supplies will be available for your event. A deposit may be required to hold equipment.

DEPOSITS: Deposits are not refundable. A deposit of 50% is due when the contract is signed. The remaining balance is due on the day of event (or at the time equipment is given to the client, if earlier than the event date).

METHODS OF PAYMENT: We accept cash, check, VISA, Mastercard and American Express.

CANCELLATIONS: If an event is cancelled prior to the event date, there may be fees charged due to costs incurred by Talk of the Town in conjunction with the preparation of the event. Any remaining deposits will be held indefinitely for another event date.

RAIN DATES: If a client wishes to hold specific equipment for 2 separate event dates (original event and contingent rain date) the client must pay an additional, non-refundable amount equal to 50% of the contracted fee. This rain date fee is not refundable if the event happens on the original event date and the fee may not be used as a credit toward future events. Otherwise, rescheduling the event will be subject to availability of the desired equipment and/or services for the new event date.

DELIVERIES: Delivery charges are based on distance, location, and ease of access. Additional charges may be added for stairs, early set-ups, late breakdowns, late-night deliveries, Sunday deliveries, deliveries outside the Baltimore-Washington metro area or contracts with total fees below $300.

ELECTRICAL NEEDS: Many of the products and services listed in this catalog require electricity. We do supply electrical cords with all rentals, and units must be used within 50 feet of any outlet to insure against loss of electrical current and damage. Generators may be rented to supply necessary electricity.

DRUG & ALCOHOL FREE WORKPLACE: Talk of the Town is committed to providing a safe environment for our staff, customers, and guests. All job applicants are subject to screening and staff are subject to testing to ensure no one reports to work under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol.

EVENT SUPERVISORS: We recommend hiring at least 1 event supervisor for every 5 event staff booked on your event. Event supervisors are valuable in assisting your guests and/or volunteers with any questions or troubleshooting issues, as well as giving our staff breaks throughout the day.

FOOD FOR STAFF: Meals are not expected, but greatly appreciated. An average 4-hour event requires the majority of staff assigned to an event to work over 8 hours. Please consider having food and drinks for our staff. It is our policy not to eat while attending equipment and, if given the opportunity, to eat away from guests’ view.

VOLUNTEER ASSISTANCE: Many activities in our inventory are easy to supervise and volunteers may be utilized. Talk of the Town understands that clients may wish to utilize their own staff, family, and/or friends (Volunteers) instead of hiring Talk of the Town staff (Attendents) to operate certain games or entertainment items, in order to save money and/or interact with their guests. Please keep these policies in mind:

• Volunteers asked to supervise inflatable games, casino games, and arcade games must be at least 18 years of age. Volunteers asked to operate food machines and/or carnival games should be at least 16 years of age.

• Volunteers must have training, and be willing to sign documentation regarding the training, prior to operating equipment.

• If any equipment is left unattended at any time, Talk of the Town has the authority to close the activity until a volunteer is present, at which time the activity may re-open.

GRATUITIES: Gratuities are not included as part of the bill. Our staff works hard and tries to help everyone have a safe and enjoyable experience at your event. When you receive good service, please consider expressing your appreciation, either by offering a monetary gratuity as part of your final payment or by sending a written commendation to our office. Thank you!
About Talk of the Town

Talk of the Town is an amusement rental and special events company, providing interactive games and entertainment for corporate and social events. We make events more enjoyable and more memorable for our clients.

Our Mission: Talk of the Town is the number one source for reliable and innovative entertainment and special event services. We accomplish this by setting high standards in safety, service, reliability, and fun.

Vision: Talk of the Town strives to set the standard for special events being held in the Washington, DC metropolitan area.

Safety: All our staff members receive extensive training and our supervisors also receive state certifications. We place high importance on equipment maintenance throughout the year, as well as inspecting our equipment prior to each event. In addition, we register all public events for inspection by the state.

Fun: We strive to create fun events and lasting memories through our energetic and enthusiastic staff, and interactive activities and equipment.

Hiring and Training: We recognize that our staff plays a huge role in making your event safe and memorable. We have a selective hiring process, including a multi-tier interview process, background checks, and drug testing. All new hires complete a safety certification course and participate in ongoing training to ensure that we provide you with the best staff possible.

Innovation and Individuality: We recognize that your event should be as individual as you are. Talk of the Town makes every effort to custom tailor our activities to your budget, space, and guests. We continuously strive to bring new and innovative games, equipment, and ideas to the market.

Community Involvement: Talk of the Town prides itself in community involvement through fundraisers and other community-wide events. Through discounts, donations, and partnerships, Talk of the Town values its long standing relationships with many not-for-profit and charitable organizations.

Let’s get started!
call 301-738-9500
e-mail sales@tottevents.com
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Turbo Tubs of Fun
Great for kids and adults alike – but not for the timid! Each of the 6 tubs spin independently as the entire ride rotates.

INCLUDES Ride, safety fencing, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (220 volt, 30 amps)
SPACE 40’l x 40’w x 8’h; 23’l x 7’w trailer must be driven to site

Ages 7 & Up

Pirates Revenge
Up to 12 kids and adults can ride in this pendulum swinging carnival ride. Ship consists of an open-seated gondola which swings back and forth, subjecting the rider to various levels of angular momentum.

INCLUDES Ride, safety fencing, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (220 volt, 30 amps)
SPACE 18’l x 24’w x 18’h; 20’l x 7’w trailer must be driven to site

Ages 5 & Up

Dixie Twister Swings
A popular amusement park attraction. 10 swings to hold up to 30 children or 20 adults. A great attraction at any type of event!

INCLUDES Ride, safety fencing, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (220 volt, 30 amps)
SPACE 40’l x 40’w x 13’h; 16’l x 8’w trailer must be driven to site

Ages 7 & Up

Kiddie Swings
A smaller version of the Dixie Twister Swings, this is a perfect size for younger children (under 10 years of age). Up to 6 children can enjoy a slow ride around as the buckets swing outward.

INCLUDES Ride, safety fencing, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE 20’l x 20’w x 10’h; 11’l x 6’w trailer must be driven to site

Ages 5-10
Whirley Bird
A 4-person, manually powered spinning ride for kids and adults. Riders control how fast they “whirl” as they work as a team, pushing and pulling the handle bars.

INCLUDES  Ride, safety fencing, and 1 attendant
SPACE  20’l x 30’w x 7’h; 14’l x 8’ 6”w trailer must be driven to site

Ages 10 & Up

Rock N Roll Tumbler
This gyroscope-styled ride is self propelled. Up to 4 participants sit inside the ride, spinning the ride back and forth - maybe even upside down!

INCLUDES  Ride, safety fencing, and 1 attendant
SPACE  16’l x 8’w x 9’h; 15’l x 7’w trailer must be driven to site

Ages 8 & Up

Trackless Train
This gas-powered train rides on grass or concrete; ideal for any carnival, fair, or other special event.

INCLUDES  Train, seating for up to 18 kids or adults, conductor
REQUIRES  Flat surface away from traffic, 16 foot turning radius

Ages 4 & Up

Royal Ranger Trackless Fire Truck
This gas-powered truck has a bell, siren & lights. A fun filled ride for any festival, birthday party or school event.

INCLUDES  Truck, seating for up to 12 or 24 kids or adults, driver
REQUIRES  Flat surface away from traffic, 16 foot turning radius

Ages 4 & Up

Royal Express Jr. Trackless Train
Our electric powered indoor/outdoor train runs where gas-powered trains cannot!

INCLUDES  Train, seating for up to 12 kids, conductor
REQUIRES  Flat surface away from traffic, 14 foot turning radius

Ages 4 & Up
**26’ Triple Lindy**  
This colorful inflatable offers three huge slides, which means triple the fun! Great for large events.  

*Includes*: Inflatable slide, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants  
*Requires*: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)  
*Space*: 40' x 17' x 26'  
*Ages*: 8 & Up

---

**22’ Tropical**  
A large inflatable featuring a radical sliding angle that really gets the adrenaline pumping!  

*Includes*: Inflatable slide, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants  
*Requires*: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)  
*Space*: 29' x 13' x 22'  
*Ages*: 8 & Up

---

**27’ Blue Crush**  
A large, inflatable slide ideal for large events with a beach theme party.  

*Includes*: Inflatable slide, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants  
*Requires*: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)  
*Space*: 29' x 20' x 27'  
*Ages*: 8 & Up

---

**27’ Catch A Wave**  
This slide features dramatic undulating dual lanes that keep people moving.  

*Includes*: Inflatable slide, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants  
*Requires*: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)  
*Space*: 37.5' x 21' x 27'  
*Ages*: 6 & Up

---

**27’ Accelerator**  
Double your fun and race to the bottom – this slide will have everyone’s attention.  

*Includes*: Inflatable slide, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants  
*Requires*: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)  
*Space*: 34' x 21' x 27'  
*Ages*: 6 & Up
Obstacle Courses

Ninja Wall
Can you conquer the warped wall? Run up the wall, pull yourself up on the ledge, and enjoy a champion slide down! Three height choices - 6 foot, 8 foot, and 10 foot for any age guest to take the challenge. Can be played as a single unit, or combine with other obstacle course to make a longer, more challenging obstacle course.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 2 blowers and 2 attendants
**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
**SPACE** 20’l x 30’w x 18’h

**Ages 6 & Up**

Lost Jungle - Alligator
See how fast you can navigate through a jungle of walls, tunnels, and slides - before your competitor!

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants
**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
**SPACE** 45’l x 18’w x 16.5’h

**Ages 6 & Up**

Lost Jungle - Cobra
Don’t be threatened by the cobra’s large size and fearsome reputation – it’s challenging and fun!

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants
**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
**SPACE** 40’l x 18’w x 16.5’h

**Ages 6 & Up**

Combine the Alligator with the Cobra obstacle course to make a HUGE attraction!
Obstacle Courses

**Warrior Challenge**
Our most challenging course with 6 obstacles on a slight uphill angle. Make it through and slide to victory as the ultimate warrior!

- **INCLUDES:** 2 inflatables, 4 blowers, and 2 attendants
- **REQUIRES:** Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
- **SPACE:** 78’l x 12’w x 16’h
- **Ages:** 10 & Up

**End Zone Football Challenge**
Our training camp obstacle course features squeeze plays, tackle dummies, tire runs, a climb to the top, and slide to the end.

- **INCLUDES:** Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants
- **REQUIRES:** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
- **SPACE:** 52’l x 13’w x 17’h
- **Ages:** 6 & Up

**Boot Camp**
Two people compete to see who can jump through holes, squeeze through inflatable pillars, crawl through tunnels, climb a wall, and slide down to victory.

- **INCLUDES:** 2 inflatables, 3 blowers, and 2 attendants
- **REQUIRES:** Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
- **SPACE:** 77’l x 12’w x 16’h
- **Ages:** 8 & Up

**Adrenaline Rush**
Two people race in this 180-degree obstacle course: run through the opening, under logs, through a tunnel, over a rock wall, and then down a slide to the finish.

- **INCLUDES:** 3-piece inflatable course, 3 blowers, and 2 attendants
- **REQUIRES:** Electricity (3 outlets, 2 separate 110 volt, 20 amps circuits)
- **SPACE:** 34’l x 23’w x 14’h
- **Ages:** 6 & Up
Obstacle Courses

**Vertical Rush**
Test speed and endurance as you crawl through the tubes, squeeze by pillars, and climb a 20’ rock wall.

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
- **SPACE**: 28’ l x 18’ w x 22’ h
- **Ages**: 8 & Up

**X-Factor**
A complete, fast-paced challenge with obstacles, a climbing wall, and a slide!

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 2 attendants
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
- **SPACE**: 40’ l x 18’ w x 16’ h
- **Ages**: 8 & Up

**30 Ft. Indoor/Outdoor Course**
This unit has crawl through tunnels and obstacles for big time fun, and it fits most indoor spaces.

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable, 1 blower, and 2 attendants
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
- **SPACE**: 30’ l x 11’ w x 6’ h
- **Ages**: 6-12

**Juggernaut**
With 136 feet of challenging fun, contestants go through the tunnel, up the rock wall, down the large slide, climb another rock wall, criss-cross their opponent, and slide down to the finish.

- **INCLUDES**: 2 inflatables, 3 blowers, and 2 attendants
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
- **SPACE**: 68’ l x 18’ w x 22’ h
- **Ages**: 10 & Up

Combine Vertical Rush, X-Factor and 30-foot Course for the 98’ Extreme Juggernaut Inflatable!
Interactive Games

**Mechanical Shark**
The goal is simple - stay on the shark for as long as you can as it thrashes around. The shark has added safety features of a foam head and inflatable mattress.

*Includes* Inflatable mattress, 1 blower, shark, and 1 attendant
*Requires* Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
*Space* 21'1" x 21'w x 10'h
*Ages* 10 & Up

**Mechanical Bulls**
Test your skills as a cowboy and fight to stay on the bull as long as you can. Choose between our western corral or American flag arenas.

*Includes* Inflatable mattress, 1 blower, mechanical bull, and 1 attendant
*Requires* Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
*Space* 20'1" x 20'w x 10'h
*Ages* 10 & Up

**Mechanical Pig**
Ham it up on Harley the Hog – and see how long you can hang on! Harley spins, kicks and tilts... so it's not as easy as you think!

*Includes* Inflatable mattress, 1 blower, pig, and 1 attendant
*Requires* Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
*Space* 21'1" x 21'w x 10'h
*Ages* 10 & Up

**Surf Machine**
Hang 10! The Robo Surfer simulates genuine surfing conditions over an inflated bed (in case of wipe outs).

*Includes* Inflatable mattress, 1 blower, mechanical board, and 1 attendant
*Requires* Electricity (110 volts, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
*Space* 18'1" x 15'w x 8'h
*Ages* 8 & Up
Money Machines
What could be more exciting than walking away with cash or prizes? Choose from our hard case or inflatable type money machines. Visit tottevents.com for our complete selection of money machines.

- **INCLUDES**: Machine, custom paper money, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amp circuits)
- **SPACE**: Varies by model

**Ages**: 8 & Up

Armchair Sportstar
The aim of the game is to sit in the moving armchair and throw balls at targets in the TV screen. Choose between football and basketball.

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable mattress, 1 blower, chair, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
- **SPACE**: 15’ x 10’w x 9’h

**Ages**: 10 & Up

Big Baller
Participants climb one of the side platforms, then try to cross the course by jumping or running across the four giant red balls. Don’t worry if you fall, as the ball pit has a soft cushion base.

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
- **SPACE**: 39’ x 21’w x 12’h

**Ages**: 10 & Up

Entanglement (Twister)
“Simon Sez” on an inflatable game board. Twist and turn your body according to the attendant’s commands. Up to 12 participants can play at a time.

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable, 1 blower, command board, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
- **SPACE**: 20’ x 20’w x 8’h

**Ages**: 6 & Up
Interactive Games

**First N Goal Tug of War**
This game pits 2 contestants against each other in a match of strength and will. Each person is attached to opposite ends of a bungee cord as he/she tries to score a touchdown (football) or dunk a ball (basketball).

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 1 blower, vests, bungee cord, balls, and 1 attendant
**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
**SPACE** 31'1" x 14'w x 10.5'h

**Ages** 6 & Up

**Hippo Chow Down**
Players stretch to reach out and scoop up ball pit balls, and bring the balls back to their starting wall. The person that collects the most balls wins.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 2 blowers, bungee cords, balls, and 1 attendant
**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
**SPACE** 30'1" x 30'w x 6'h

**Ages** 10 & Up

**Gaga Pit**
A fast-paced, high energy dodgeball game played in an inflatable “pit.” Players must dodge, run, jump, and get out of the way of being hit, while at the same time trying to get opponents out of the game.

**INCLUDES** Sealed-air inflatable pit, blower, and 1 attendant
**REQUIRES** Electricity (110/120 volt, 11 amps)
**SPACE** 18.5' x 16.5'w x 6'h

**Ages** 6 & Up

**Wacky Rock & Joust**
Battle like knights! Competitors balance atop a rocking inflatable pillow and use their padded pole to knock over their opponent.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 2 blowers, jousting poles, safety helmets, and 1 attendant
**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
**SPACE** 25'1" x 29'w x 10'h

**Ages** 10 & Up
**Shoot N Shower**
A timed basketball shoot-off... and the losing player gets showered! In a tie both players get wet!

**INCLUDES**
- Ride, basketballs, digital timer, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 30’1” x 12’w x 10’h; 30’1” x 8’w
- trailer must be driven to site

**Ages**
8 & Up

---

**Deluxe Tee Ball**
A classic batting game where players hit a floating ball towards the scoring backdrop.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 1 blower, balls, bat, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE**
- 19’1” x 11’w x 9’h

**Ages**
5 & Up

---

**Mini QB Blitz**
Competitors try to throw footballs through targets to score points.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 1 blower, footballs, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE**
- 12’1” x 11’w x 8’h

**Ages**
6 & Up

---

**Soccer Fever**
Players kick soccer balls through a hole onto their opponent’s side. It’s not as easy as it sounds!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 1 blower, soccer balls, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE**
- 15’1” x 16’w x 12’h

**Ages**
6 & Up

---

**Full Court Press**
When a basket is made the ball rolls over to the opponent’s side. First to clear all their balls wins!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 1 blower, full-sized basketballs, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE**
- 16’1” x 16’w x 15’h

**Ages**
6 & Up

---

**First Down/QB Blitz**
Each time the player throws a football into the receiver’s hands the ball rolls to the opponent’s side.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 1 blower, footballs, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE**
- 16’1” x 14’w x 16.5’h

**Ages**
6 & Up
**Axe Throwing**
A safe and fun way to try your hand at this classic western game. Throw velcro-edged axes and go for the bulls-eye. Great for groups or playing head-to-head!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable game, 1 blower, and velcro axes
**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE** 10’l x 16’w x 9’h
**Ages** 8 & Up

---

**Soccer Darts**
Players kick velcro-covered soccer balls onto the giant inflatable board. This game can also be used with our soft-tipped archery accessories.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable dart board, 1 blower, and velcro darts or balls
**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE** 15’l x 14’w x 15’h
**Ages** 6 & Up

---

**World Sports 5-Sided Carnival Game**
Guests can choose between the 5 different play areas - football toss, soccer kick, basketball throw, baseball hitting and dart/frisbee throw.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 1 blower, and all game accessories. Attendant may be hired for an additional fee
**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE** 24’l x 26.5’w x 13’h
**Ages** 5 & Up

---

**Stick It Bull’s Eye Darts**
Are you afraid to challenge someone to a friendly game of darts because you’re scared you won’t hit the board? Well, you shouldn’t have that problem anymore with our inflatable archery / dart board!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable dart board, 2 soft tip archery bows, and 6 velcro darts
**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE** 4’l x 5.5’w x 5.5’h
**Ages** 8 & Up
Knock It Off
Knock down some target balls with an accurate throw. It’s not as easy as it looks... the target balls spin and dance as they float in mid-air!

INCLUDES Inflatable, 1 blower, floating balls, throwing balls, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 12’1” x 6’ w x 8’h

Ages 5 & Up

Boom Blasters
Four contestants pump as fast as they can to inflate their balloons. First balloon to burst, wins!

INCLUDES 4 pumping stations and 9” balloons. Attendant may be hired for an additional fee
SPACE 10’1” x 10’ w x 7’h

Ages 5 & Up

Soft Tip Archery
Knock down floating target balls by using safe, soft-tipped arrows. It’s tricky – the target balls move slightly in mid-air.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 1 blower, floating balls, bow & arrows, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 12’1” x 6’ w x 8’h

Ages 5 & Up

Water Balloon Race
Four players try to squirt water into their clown’s mouth to make their balloon rise. First to pop their balloon wins.

INCLUDES Game console (2 sections) water reservoir, 9-inch balloons and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 9’1” x 8’d x 7’h

Ages 6 & Up
Interactive Games

3 Climber & 5 Climber Hard Rockwalls
Our 25 foot hard rockwalls are great for both kids and adults. Each is fun, challenging, and most importantly, safe with our auto-belay system.

**INCLUDES**
- Wall, harnesses, auto-belays, and 2 attendants

**SPACE**
- 3 Climber Wall: 271 x 8’w x 25’h; 281 x 8’w trailer must be driven to site
- 5 Climber Wall: 271 x 8’w x 25’h; 301 x 8’w trailer must be driven to site

**Ages**
6 & Up

Coconut Tree Climber
This 25 foot tall 3 climber tree is an eye-catching activity for your outdoor event. Our auto-belay system makes it safe for all ages.

**INCLUDES**
- Wall, harnesses, auto-belays, and 2 attendants

**SPACE**
- 271 x 8’w x 25’h; 281 x 8’w trailer must be driven to site

**Ages**
6 & Up

Extreme Air In Line Jumpers
Soar up to 25 feet in the air: the air jumpers allow people to bounce, jump high, flip, and have a great time! Up to 4 jumpers at the same time.

**INCLUDES**
- Ride, 4 inflatable jump pads, safety harnesses, remote control, blower, fiberglass poles, safety fencing, and 2 attendants

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (2 separate 110 volt, 20 amp circuits)

**SPACE**
- 40’l x 25’w; 27’l x 9’6”w trailer must be driven to site

**Ages**
7 & Up

Broom Hockey
In our floor-hockey arena everyone can have fun sliding around in their socks, trying to score a goal!

**INCLUDES**
- Hockey floor, wooden bumpers, brooms (or sticks), balls, 2 goals, goalie helmets, goalie gloves, and 1 attendant

**SPACE**
- 20’l x 32’w x 8’h

**Ages**
6 & Up
Interactive Games

Laser Tag
Players tag opponents using our hi-tech infrared “phasers.” Participants can play as solo competitors or in team competitions. This game can be played either indoors or outdoors. No vests or headbands are required.

INCLUDES Inflatable arena, 2 blowers, 1 industrial fan, 10 “phasers”, scoring system, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
SPACE 40’l x 40’w x 10’h (Pop-up barriers and alternate maze options also available; space requirements vary)

Ages 8 & Up

3 Lane Bungee Basketball
Three players, harnessed to an elastic bungee cord, run down their lanes and get as close to the basket as they can – the further they run, the more resistance they’ll experience, making scoring more challenging.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, harnesses, bungee cords, mini basketballs, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE 35’l x 15’w x 9’h

Ages 8 & Up

Zombie Maze

Corn Maze

Fun House Maze

Inflatable Mazes
Participants will wind through 6’h walls and passageways, hoping not to find a “dead end” before exiting. Great fun at any company picnic, school fair, or fall festival.

INCLUDES inflatable, 3 blowers, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES: Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)
SPACE 40’l x 35’w x 11’h

Ages 8 & Up
Interactive Games

Human Whack A Mole
A lifesize, interactive game for 7 players. Moles try to pop up and gather balls from the middle apron, while 1 person stands in the middle and "whacks" the moles with an inflatable hammer.

INCLUDES Inflatable, blower, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 14’x14’x6’

Ages 8 & Up

Human Foosball
Foosball like you have never experienced before! Players, tethered to ropes, must work together to score goals. Netting along the sides of the playing field keeps the ball in play for hours of fun.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, soccer balls, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE 50’x28’x10’

Ages 9 & Up

Giant Trikes
Bring back the good old days with our adult-sized giant trikes. Trikes can either be rented with an inflatable track or with a cone course.

INCLUDES 4 trikes, cones or inflatable track, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps) (for optional inflatable track)
SPACE 50’x30’x12’ (for optional inflatable track)

Ages 8 & Up

Wrecking Ball
Four players climb atop their pads and swing the hanging foam ball at their opponents, in an attempt to knock each other off their respective pad.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE 29’x29’x17’

Ages 4-7
Interactive Games

**Pony Hop Races**
Guests race up to 3 of their friends to the finish line.

- **INCLUDES**: 4 horses, inflatable track, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
- **SPACE**: Inflatable Pony Hops Race Track: 55’L x 27.5’W x 15’h

**Pony Hoppers**
A test of balance and coordination! Guests sit atop an over-sized inflatable pony to race up to 3 of their friends to the finish line. The hoppers can be used with our inflatable 75 foot long straight track, inflatable oval track, or cone course.

- **INCLUDES**: 6 horses, cones, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps) (if using an inflatable course)
- **SPACE**: 75’L x 30’W (straight track) or 50’L x 30’W (oval track) or cone course

**Derby Racers**
Be a jockey and race up to 5 of your friends. People sit atop an oversized horse. As they move up and down the horse’s legs move the horse forward.

- **INCLUDES**: 6 horses, cones or inflatable straight track, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Flat, hard surface, electricity (110 volt, 20 amps) (for optional inflatable track)
- **SPACE**: 50’L x 30’W

**Off To The Races**
An ideal game for team building events. Up to 5 players wind a rope on a spool to pull their game piece to the finish line. Football, horse racing, baseball and political themes available.

- **INCLUDES**: Winding stations, sleds, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Flat, hard surface
- **SPACE**: 30’L x 12’W x 7’h
Bounce/Climb/Slide Combos

**Ferris Wheel Combo**
Includes 5 activities along with a large bouncing area on the inside and a carnival game board on the outside.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, blower, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 10 amps)

**SPACE**
- 18’l x 19’w x 17.5’h

**Ages**
- 3-12

**Circus City**
Features 3 slides and 2 bounce areas. This enormous combo unit is always a crowd pleaser.

**INCLUDES**
- 3 inflatables, 3 blowers, and 2 attendants

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)

**SPACE**
- 47’l x 27.5’w x 21.5’h

**Ages**
- 6 & Up

**Old West Playland**
The perfect combo unit for your western themed company picnic, fair, fundraiser or birthday party.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 1 blower, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 2 separate 20 amp circuits)

**SPACE**
- 19’l x 19’w x 11’h

**Ages**
- 3-12

**Jurassic Adventure**
Kids love this giant dinosaur bone yard! With pop-up dinosaurs, a mini rock wall and slide, and a large inflatable bounce area, it’s an adventure they’ll never forget!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 37’l x 25’w x 19’h

**Ages**
- 4-7

**Safari Experience**
Always a crowd favorite, this combo meets everyone’s love of adventure with its rockclimb, slide, and plenty of jumping room.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 30.5’l x 30.5’w x 15.5’h

**Ages**
- 3-12
Bounce/Climb/Slide Combos

Farm Yard
Have some fun down on the farm with this bounce/slide/climb combo.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 1 blower, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 16'1" x 19'w x 10'h

Aqua 5-In-1
Whether they are bouncing, playing with the pop-up pillars, climbing, sliding, or shooting a basketball, they are sure to be having a great time! Can add water for added summer fun.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 16'1" x 23'w x 13'h

Finding Nemo
Kids enter through the shark’s mouth to play on a mini mountain climb, large bounce area, and a mini slide!

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE 24'1" x 25'w x 15'h

Jungle Mania
Kids love bouncing inside this African safari-themed bounce combo! Lions, giraffe, hippo, monkeys, and more animals make this a fun and colorful hit.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 1 blower, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 16'1" x 19'w x 15'h

Cars Speedway
Kids love racing through this Cars-themed obstacle combo.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE 29'1" x 17'w x 15'h

Farm Yard
Have some fun down on the farm with this bounce/slide/climb combo.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 1 blower, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 16'1" x 19'w x 10'h

Aqua 5-In-1
Whether they are bouncing, playing with the pop-up pillars, climbing, sliding, or shooting a basketball, they are sure to be having a great time! Can add water for added summer fun.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 16'1" x 23'w x 13'h

Finding Nemo
Kids enter through the shark’s mouth to play on a mini mountain climb, large bounce area, and a mini slide!

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE 24'1" x 25'w x 15'h

Jungle Mania
Kids love bouncing inside this African safari-themed bounce combo! Lions, giraffe, hippo, monkeys, and more animals make this a fun and colorful hit.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 1 blower, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 16'1" x 19'w x 15'h

Cars Speedway
Kids love racing through this Cars-themed obstacle combo.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE 29'1" x 17'w x 15'h
Amusement Park
A great play space for toddlers, complete with a carousel moonbounce, a train crawling tunnel, and a roller coaster mini slide.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 25’l x 25’w x 12.5’h

**Ages**
- 2-7

Sea Park
This underwater adventure playspace includes an octopus ball pit, a pirate ship crawl tunnel/bounce area, a seal pop-up, and a whale bounce.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 25’l x 25’w x 15’h

**Ages**
- 2-7

Kiddie Grand Prix Pedal Karts
Start your engines! These pedal go-karts are perfect for kids up to 100 lbs. Kids use a hand brake for quick stopping. An inflatable track is optional.

**INCLUDES**
- 4 karts and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Optional track: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 50’l x 30’w x 12’h

**Ages**
- 4-7

Sea of Balls Pit
A toddler bounce filled with thousands of colorful balls for added fun!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 2 blowers, balls, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 20’l x 15’w x 14’h

**Ages**
- 2-7

Fun Express Train Station
Kids enter the train, crawl through a climb, slide, and maneuver around pop-ups. The inflatable has mesh windows for easy viewing by parents.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 2 blowers, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 20’l x 27’w x 9’h

**Ages**
- 2-7

Petting Zoos & Pony Rides
Your children will love getting up close to pet baby chicks, goats, lambs, ducks, and/or taking a ride on a pony!

**INCLUDES**
- Fencing or roped-off area, handler(s)/walker(s)

**REQUIRES**
- Water and shaded area for animals

**Ages**
- 2-7
Small Bounces

- **Indoor Module**
  - (11’8”l x 13’w x 7’10”h)

- **Castle 2**
  - (14’4”l x 15’4”w x 16’h)

- **Party House**
  - (14’6”l x 15’6”w x 12’h)

- **Feeding Frenzy**
  - (15’l x 16’w x 26’h)

- **Large Fun House**
  - (14’6”l x 20’w x 12’h)

- **Dalmatian**
  - (15’l x 14’w x 15’h)

- **Yellow Birthday Cake**
  - (15’l x 15’w x 15’h)

- **15’ Pumpkin**
  - (15’l x 18’w x 15’h)

- **20’ Pumpkin**
  - (24’l x 20’w x 18’h)

- **Castle 2**
  - (14’4”l x 15’4”w x 16’h)

- **Yellow Birthday Cake**
  - (15’l x 15’w x 15’h)

- **Feeding Frenzy**
  - (15’l x 16’w x 26’h)

- **20’ Pumpkin**
  - (24’l x 20’w x 18’h)

- **Indoor Module**
  - (11’8”l x 13’w x 7’10”h)

- **Castle 2**
  - (14’4”l x 15’4”w x 16’h)

- **Party House**
  - (14’6”l x 15’6”w x 12’h)

- **15’ Pumpkin**
  - (15’l x 18’w x 15’h)

- **Large Fun House**
  - (14’6”l x 20’w x 12’h)

- **Dalmatian**
  - (15’l x 14’w x 15’h)

- **Yellow Birthday Cake**
  - (15’l x 15’w x 15’h)

- **Feeding Frenzy**
  - (15’l x 16’w x 26’h)

- **Carousel**
  - (28’l x 25’w x 22’h)

**Extreme Disco Party Bounce**
Combine the fun of a dance party and a moonbounce as kids and teens can bounce to their favorite beats!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 2 blowers, led disco lights, speaker system, connection for iPod or other sound, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 201’ x 24’ w x 18’h

**Triple Threat**
Maximize the use of this large bounce as guest can play basketball, soccer, volleyball, joust - or just have fun bouncing around.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 1 blower, all game balls and accessories, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE**
- 261’ x 19’ w x 12’h

**All in 1 Sports Arena**
Guests can choose to play basketball, football, soccer, volleyball, dodgeball, twister, and/or gladiator joust in this inflatable arena - or just use it as a huge moonbounce!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable, 2 blowers, all game balls and accessories, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 17.51’ x 37.5’ w x 14.5’h
Sports Cages

**Baseball Speed Pitch**
How fast can you throw a baseball? Find out with our inflatable speed pitch cage.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable cage, radar gun, baseballs, 1 blower, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE** 10’l x 10’w x 10’h

**Ages** 6 & Up

**Batting/Tennis**
Our portable batting cages are fun for everyone from the t-ball youngster to the professional athlete. Choose between baseball or tennis options.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable cage, tennis balls, bats, tennis racquets, 1 blower, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE** 34’l x 24’w x 13’h

**Ages** 6 & Up

**Baseball Speed Pitch**
Similar to our inflatable Speed Pitch, just throw the ball and let the radar gun show your ball speed.

**INCLUDES** Cage, radar gun, baseballs, and 1 attendant

**SPACE** 18’l x 12’w x 9’h

**Ages** 6 & Up

**Batting/Tennis**
Similar to our inflatable batting cage, this pipe version is great for batting or tennis practice. Take a few swings and have some fun!

**INCLUDES** Cage, tennis balls, bats, tennis racquets, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE** 24’l x 12’w x 8-10’h

**Ages** 6 & Up

**Golf Driving**
Swing the club of your choice in our full-size hitting cage. Our swing monitor will tell you how far your ball will go.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable cage, golf clubs, golf balls, 1 blower, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE** 15’l x 15’w x 13’h

**Ages** 10 & Up

**The Winning Kick**
Find out how far and how accurately you can kick a football – without ever having to dress in pads!

**INCLUDES** Inflatable cage, 1 blower, footballs, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE** 17.5’l x 14’w x 13.5’h

**Ages** 6 & Up
Team Building & Corporate Olympics

We provide our clients with a growth experience whereby the participants explore ways to recognize, understand, and utilize each team member’s strengths to accomplish tasks as a unit. Our facilitators are certified in Lower ROPES Course instruction, organizational behavior & development, and group dynamics to bring a full day of fun and learning to your group!

Activities:
- Team Art Project
- Puzzle Competition
- Parachute Volleyball
- Team Balance
- Tied in Knots
- Maze Island
- Buddy Walkers
- Egg Parachutes
- Commodore’s Retreat
- Swiss Cheese Parachute
- Spider’s Web
- Nuclear Waste
- … and more!

Field Games

Talk of The Town offers a wide selection of outdoor games and activities – from traditional to totally wacky! Our activities are guaranteed fun for participants of all ages.

- Tug of War Rope
- 3 Legged Race
- 4-Way Tug
- Waiter Relay
- Water Balloon Toss
- Sack Races
- Parachute Games
- Hula Hoops
- Hula Hoop Pass

- Grand Prix Karts
- Egg & Spoon Relay
- Paper Airplanes
- Scuba Relay
- Walla Balla
- Mummy Wrap
- Parachute Volleyball
- Dizzy Izzy Race
- Giant Trikes

- Egg Toss
- Spoon Fed Relay
- Buddy Walkers
- Running Man
- Water Balloon Baseball
- … and more!

Need props or accessories?

Talk of The Town can provide awards, sound systems, flags, cones and more – everything you need for a memorable event.
Giant/Yard Games

Giant LED Light Bright Board
You and your guests will love creating designs by placing translucent colored acrylic pegs in the giant 6’w x 4’h LED back-lit panel board. Great for displaying a logo or design, too!

- **INCLUDES**: Giant LED board, over 1000 different colored pegs (up to 8 colors), peg bins, (1) 8 foot table, table cover, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
- **SPACE**: 8’l x 3’d (sits on table)

Giant Fleet Seeker
A head-to-head battle as players seek to destroy their enemy’s fleet of warships.

Giant Four To Win
Get 4 of your pieces in a row while preventing your opponent from doing the same.

Giant Word Scramble
Take this favorite word game to the next level, with our giant grid and lettered dice! Up to 16 players at a time.

Giant Party Pong
Players throw bouncy balls with the intent of landing the ball in a cup on the other end.

Giant Scrabble
Make big words – literally – in this grand-scale version of the classic word game.

Giant Tower
A giant-version of Jenga, players try to build a tower by pulling out a block at a time then placing it on top!

Giant Kerplunk
Players take turns removing wooden sticks from the cylinder while trying to minimize the number of balls that fall through the tube.

Giant Pin Screen Wall/ Pin Press
Be creative as you walk up to a lifesize 4’w x 8’h steel pin press wall! Use your body or other props, stand back, and take a picture to remember.

- **INCLUDES**: Pin Screen Wall, Steel Frame, and attendant
- **Ages**: 5 & Up
- **SPACE**: 6’d x 5’w x 8’h

Giant LED Light Bright Board
You and your guests will love creating designs by placing translucent colored acrylic pegs in the giant 6’w x 4’h LED back-lit panel board. Great for displaying a logo or design, too!

- **INCLUDES**: Giant LED board, over 1000 different colored pegs (up to 8 colors), peg bins, (1) 8 foot table, table cover, and 1 attendant
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
- **SPACE**: 8’l x 3’d (sits on table)

Giant Tower
A giant-version of Jenga, players try to build a tower by pulling out a block at a time then placing it on top!

INCLUDES
- Giant LED board, over 1000 different colored pegs (up to 8 colors), peg bins, (1) 8 foot table, table cover, and 1 attendant
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
- SPACE: 8’l x 3’d (sits on table)
Giant/Yard Games

- Giant Inflatable Soccer Billiards
- Cannonball Drop
- Giant Yardzee
- Bean Bagglz
- Snakes & Ladders
- Giant Tic Tac Toe
- Giant Bounce Off
- Chinese Checkers
- Lawn Chess
- Lawn Checkers
- Lawn Backgammon
- Horseshoes
- Baggo/Corn Hole
- Volleyball
- Table Party Pong
- Softball
- Shuffleboard
- Ladderball
- Flag Football
- Badminton
- Golf Chipping
- Soccer Goals
- Bocce
**Shark Water Slide**  
A climb to the top and slide down the undulating slide! Perfect for a Birthday Party, Company Picnic, or Community Event.

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable, 1 blower, garden hose, and 1 attendant  
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps) and water source (hose hook-up) within 50’  
- **SPACE**: 35’I x 15’w x 21’h  

**Shoot N Shower**  
A timed basketball shoot-off. Players try to make as many baskets as possible before time expires. The losing player gets showered. In the event of a tie, both players get wet.

- **INCLUDES**: Ride, basketballs, digital timer, and 1 attendant  
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)  
- **SPACE**: 30’I x 12’w x 10’h; 30’I x 8’w trailer must be driven to site  

**Rampage Water Slide**  
A new spin on waterslide fun! The Rampage lets you slide down, up, and back down for an all-around great run.

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable, 1 blower, garden hose, and 1 attendant  
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps) and water source (hose hook-up) within 50’  
- **SPACE**: 30’I x 18’w x 21’h  

**Splash Zone**  
An action-packed 4-player water balloon battle in a self-contained inflatable arena. This game provides hours of fun for kids of all ages.

- **INCLUDES**: Inflatable, 1 blower, 4 balloon launchers, balloons, filling station, garden hose, and 1 attendant  
- **REQUIRES**: Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps) and water source (hose hook-up) within 50’  
- **SPACE**: 50’I x 20’w x 20’h
Water Activities

Aqua 5-In-1 Combo with Water
Bounce and play with the pop-up pillars. Whether you climb, slide, or shoot a basketball, this combo offers endless fun.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 1 blower, garden hose, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps) and water source (hose hook-up) within 50'
SPACE 16’l x 23’w x 13’h

Water Tag/Water Maze
Players wear specially designed vests that collect water and use super soakers to “sneak up” on the competition. Up to 8 people can play at once.

INCLUDES Inflatable, super soakers, water vests, goggles, fill station, garden hose, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps) and water source (hose hook-up within 50’)
SPACE 25’l x 25’w x 8’h

Dunk Tanks
The classic water challenge! A great item at fairs, carnivals, fund raisers and corporate events – especially if you can get the boss in the tank!

INCLUDES Tank, target, slide bar, balls, garden hose, and backstop
REQUIRES A “Dunkee”, water source (hose hook-up within 50’), 450 gallons of water, and 1 attendant
SPACE 12’l x 10’w

Too cold for a dunk? We’ll fill the tank with balls!

Water Tank
Our tank holds 525 gallons and can supply water for a slide or activity for approximately 2-3 hours.

INCLUDES Water tank, sump pump, and garden hose
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE Approximately 12’l x 6’w. Tank is mounted on a vehicle trailer.

Mist Tents and Mist Fans
Perfect for preventing heat casualties on hot summer days or simply making things more comfortable when it’s hot outside.

INCLUDES Tent, pressure washer unit, high-pressure hose, and garden hose
REQUIRES Fan requires electricity (110 volt, 10 amps). Mist Tent requires water source for continuous flow (2 gallons per minute)

Ages 3-12
Ages 6 & Up
Ages 6 & Up
Water Activities

**Surf ‘n Slides / Splash ‘n Runs**
Run and jump onto an inflated slip & slide for a fun way to cool off in the summer. Built-in soaker hose keeps the whole slide wet at all times.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable slide, 1 blower, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), water source within 50’

**SPACE** Blue Crush: 351 x 9’w x 10’h; Tropical: 311 x 9’w x 10’h; Life’s A Beach: 321 x 8’w x 13’h; Triple Lindy: 351 x 9’w x 10’h

**Blue Crush & Tropical Combo Water Slide / Splash ‘n Runs**
These dual lane combo water slides will blow your mind! Great for company picnics, church outings, summer camps and other summer events.

**INCLUDES**
- 20’1 x 6’w floating mat. Attendant may be hired for additional fee.

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), water source within 50’

**SPACE**
- 651 x 20’w x 27’h space (Blue Crush)
- 601 x 13’w x 22’h space (Tropical)

**50 Foot Super Sweet Slide**
Run and slide down this super-long slide (with or without the help of a board).

**INCLUDES**
- Slide cover with inflatable bumpers, slide boards, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps), water source (hose hook-up) within 50’

**SPACE**
- 501 x 6’w

**Triple Lindy Slide / Surf ‘n Slide Combo**
Have triple the slippin’ ‘n slidin’ party fun as guests go down the huge slide, continue through the extra long surf zone, and finish in a large splash pool.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable slide and surf n slide, 3 blowers, garden hoses, 2 attendants

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps, 2 separate circuits, water source within 50’

**SPACE**
- 721 x 17’w x 27’h
Swimming Pool Activities

**Bumper Paddle Boats**
Guests won’t want to leave the pool! Kids and adults will love bumping and splashing as they keep cool and have fun.

**INCLUDES** Paddle boats and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** A pool with a depth of at least 5’ and a lifeguard on duty

**Dolphin Water Slide & Walk On Water Mat**
The kids will just “flipper” for this exciting pool slide. Mat (inset) is also available separately.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable slide, 1 blower, supply pipe from blower to inflatable, rope anchors, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps) and a certified lifeguard on duty

**SPACE** 27’l x 19’w x 9’h space; minimum distance from pool’s edge of 4’ on shallow end and 12’ on deep end; water depth of at least 5’

**Loch Ness Monster**
Guests will enjoy weaving their way through this challenging but fun inflatable obstacle course of the water dragon’s body, a treasure chest, and a palm tree.

**Requirements for Treasure Island and Loch Ness Monster**

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 1 blower, supply pipe from blower to inflatable, rope anchors, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps) and certified lifeguard on duty

**SPACE** 49’l x 6.5’w x 10’h; minimum distance from pool’s edge of 4’ on shallow end and 12’ on deep end; water depth of at least 5 feet is recommended

**Pirate Obstacle Course**
Enjoy navigating through the inflatable pop-ups, under the pirate’s legs and around the palm tree. At the end of the run there’s a slide to re-enter the water.

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 1 blower, supply pipe from blower to inflatable, rope anchors, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps) and a certified lifeguard on duty

**SPACE** 48’l x 3.5’w x 9’h space; minimum distance from pool’s edge of 4’ on shallow end and 12’ on deep end; water depth of at least 5’

**Treasure Island Obstacle Course**
Guests will enjoy jumping onto and negotiating this inflatable obstacle course of palm trees, a treasure chest, and a pirate – with a fun slide at the end!

**INCLUDES** Inflatable, 1 blower, supply pipe from blower to inflatable, rope anchors, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps) and certified lifeguard on duty

**SPACE** 49’l x 6.5’w x 10’h; minimum distance from pool’s edge of 4’ on shallow end and 12’ on deep end; water depth of at least 5 feet is recommended

**Pirate Obstacle Course**

**Dolphin Water Slide & Walk On Water Mat**

**Loch Ness Monster**

**Treasure Island Obstacle Course**
Concession Foods and Catering

Hot Dogs! Cotton Candy! Popcorn! Food items are a must for any carnival, fair, festival, sports pub, or outdoor party! Includes machine, servings, apron, and gloves. Whether you’re planning a corporate meeting, summer picnic or house party, we work with many fine area caterers and bartenders to serve your guests - call us for more information!

**Concessions**
- Popcorn
- Caramel Corn
- Cotton Candy
- Glowing Cotton Candy
- Pretzels
- Sno Cones
- Hot Dogs
- Funnel Cakes
- Funnel Fries
- Nachos
- Ice Cream Novelties
- Italian Ices
- Mini Donuts
- Churros

**Catering**
- Chocolate Fountains
- Hot Donut Machine
- Frozen Drink Machine
- Candy Carts
- Cappuccino/Coffee Bars
- Smoothie Bars
- Hot Chocolate Station
- Hot Apple Cider Bars
- Lemonade Stands
- Hot Cookie Carts
- Frozen Hot Chocolate
- Sprite Fizz Drinks
- Fresh Donuts

**Serving Equipment & Staff**
- Food Carts
- Concession Booths
- Hawker Trays
- Tiki Bars
- Ice Chests & Freezers
- Bartenders & Servers

**Notes:**  • Food machines can be rented with or without attendants or carts/booths  • Each machine requires electricity (110 volt, 15 amps) and a table  • A 100-serving minimum is required for all food orders  • Kosher certificates available upon request

Gold Medal Products
Talk of the Town is a Gold Medal local dealer for all your concession food equipment and supplies.
Hi Strikers
The old “bell ringer” game is still as popular as ever. We offer two sizes for your guests to show off their strength.

Kiddie Strikers (Clown, Dinosaur, Giraffe and Standard) are 7’ h
SPACE 6’l x 8’w
Adult Striker is 14’ h
REQUIRES Vehicle with 2” ball hitch
SPACE 6’l x 8’w

World Sports 5-Sided Carnival Game
Guests can choose between the 5 different play areas - football toss, soccer kick, basketball throw, baseball hitting and dart/frisbee throw.

INCLUDES Inflatable, 1 blower, and all game accessories. Attendant may be hired for an additional fee
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 24’l x 26.5’w x 13’h

Fun House Mirrors
These mirrors add a classic carnival element to any gathering. Everyone will laugh or giggle as they see their distorted reflection.

SPACE Each mirror is 3’w x 2’d x 6’h

We also offer winner and consolation prize packages!
**Arts & Crafts**

**Behind The Screens**
Our mobile-friendly silk screening station is part interactive party favor and part novelty activity station. Guests will get a chance to participate in screen printing their own garment to take home. Options include t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, totes, and other wearables.

**INCLUDES**  Kiosk stand, 4 screen manual press, heat press, and 2 attendants

**REQUIRES**  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (1) 6’ table

**SPACE**  15’l x 15’w

**Gemstone Mining Station**
Bring a fun and educational element to your next event. Choose from emeralds, large gemstones, fossils, shark teeth or sea shell bags to see what you can find.

**INCLUDES**  Sluice, 2 panning sifters, pans with sample findings, bags and informational fact sheets, and attendant

**REQUIRES**  Electricity (120 volt, 15 amps), approx. 40 gallons of water

**SPACE**  6’ x 6’ space for sluice, plus space for table for bag distribution

**Build Your Own Aquarium**
A fun, hands-on, take-home project for any college event, school function, or picnic.

**INCLUDES**  Fish Tank project includes bin table, carrier, gravel, plant pods, water, and 1 attendant. Hermit Crab project includes bin table, gravel, shell, permanent markers to decorate shell, and 1 attendant. *Fish, Hermit Crabs and food not included (may be purchased separately)*

**REQUIRES**  (2) 6’ tables, (2) chairs, (1) trash can and water source

**SPACE**  12’l x 8’d

**Candle Art**
Use granulated wax to create beautiful designs to decorate glass candle jars.

**INCLUDES**  Granulated wax, glass containers, wicks, bin table, heat lamp, and 2 attendants

**INCLUDES**  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), 1 table

**SPACE**  10’l x 15’w

**Spin Art**
Everyone becomes an artist as they create colorful designs on shutter shades, cards, or 9” Frisbees.

**INCLUDES**  Double-well machine, paint, items to be painted and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps), (1) 6’ table, and adult supervision

**SPACE**  10’l x 15’w

**Tie-Dye T-Shirts**
Have fun creating your own wearable masterpiece! Great for company picnics, school events, and other outdoor parties.

**INCLUDES**  Dyes, rubber bands, dipping buckets, hanging racks, and 2 attendants

**REQUIRES**  (2) 6’ tables, (2) chairs, (1) trash can, t-shirts and water source

**SPACE**  15’l x 12’w

**Sand Art Pictures and Sculptures**
Artists of all ages can create stunning pictures by peeling the self-adhesive backing and then applying colorful sand to make beautiful designs, or by filling plastic bottles, keychains, and other keepsakes.

**INCLUDES**  Sand bin table, sand, artwork or fillable materials, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**  (1) 6’ table

**SPACE**  15’l x 12’w

**Grass Gertie & Fun Flower Pots**
Celebrate Spring with a botanical art project you can take home – create a funny-face or colorful flower pot and watch your seeds grow.

**INCLUDES**  Bin table, flower and grass seeds, flower pots, stickers, soil, markers, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**  (1) 6’ table

**SPACE**  15’l x 12’w
Fill A Friend
Create your own plush friend at our stuffing station. Great fun at any Valentine’s Day party, company picnic, school event, or fund raiser.

INCLUDES Stuffing bin table, multiple animals to choose from, stuffing, animal t-shirt, birth certificate, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES (1) 6’ foot table and (1) trash can
SPACE 10’l x 15’w

Glass Etching
Enjoy the fun and excitement of creating permanently etched designs to decorate and personalize assorted glassware and mirrors.

INCLUDES Stencils, brushes, etching solution, and 1 attendant. Client may purchase or supply glassware/mirrors for event
REQUIRES (2) 6’ tables, (2) chairs, (1) trash can and water source
SPACE 8’l x 12’w

Leather Wristbands
Choose your wording/designs and have your leather item made while you wait!

INCLUDES Wristbands or shoe tags and 2 attendants
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps), (2) 6’ tables, (2) chairs and (1) trash can
SPACE 8’l x 12’w

Custom Signs, Stickers & Magnets
Let guests oversee the creation of their own personalized keepsake. Choose from license plates, street signs, stickers, magnets, custom-cut vinyl, and more.

INCLUDES Computer system, cutting machine, signs, vinyl, and 2 attendants
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (2) 6’ tables, (3) chairs, and (1) trash can
SPACE 8’l x 12’w
NOTE Please choose only one novelty/item to be made at your event

Electronic Programs
People have been fascinated by the meaning of their name, historical events surrounding their birth date, and by fortune telling. Our computer programs bring this entertainment to you in a fun, fast way. Great alternatives to live entertainment, and everyone goes home with a personalized printout.

INCLUDES Computer, printer, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 10 amps), (2) chairs, and (1) 6’ table
SPACE 8’l x 12’w

Military Dog Tags
Issue replica military tags at your event. Choose up to 3 lines of lettering.

INCLUDES Machine, dog tags, chains, silencers, and 2 attendants
REQUIRES (1) 6’ table and (1) trash can
SPACE 8’l x 12’w

Airbrush On Clothing
Our artists create custom t-shirts, boxer shorts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, and other clothing with names and other airbrush designs- while you wait!

INCLUDES Artist and 1 assistant
REQUIRES (1) 6’ table and client provides clothing
SPACE 10’l x 6’w
**Urban Hoops**
A 4-player version of our popular Double Shots Basketball with an LED screen to keep score.

**INCLUDES**
- Game unit, mini basketballs, scoreboard and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE**
- 10’l x 9’w x 7’h

**Ages**
- 6 & Up

---

**Plunk It! Basketball**
Players test their skill, bouncing ping pong balls on the “court” ledge to make a basket. 2 or 4 player versions available.

**INCLUDES**
- Game unit, ping pong balls, electronic scoreboard, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE**
- 2-Player: 4’l x 8’w x 7’h  
  4-Player: 8’l x 8’w x 7’h

**Ages**
- 8 & Up

---

**Slam Dunk Shootout**
Quickly bounce balls off the basketball court launch pad into “Slam Dunk,” “Layup,” and “Free Throw” targets to gain points that light up across the scoreboard. Keep balls in motion so you sink baskets faster than your competitor, to win the game!

**INCLUDES**
- Game console, balls, electronic leaderboard, and attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 15 amps)

**SPACE**
- 2 player: 8’l x 4.5’w x 7’h  
  4 player: 8’l x 9’w x 7’h

**Ages**
- 6 & Up

---

**Strike A Light**
A fast-paced combination of the popular Simon and Whack a Mole games. 2 players challenge to see who can tap the most lit buttons within a minute.

**INCLUDES**
- Game board and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE**
- 14’l x 3’w x 3’h

**Ages**
- 6 & Up

---

**The Vault**
Contestants try to stop the moving light on a green dot to open the Vault. The game gets more difficult as the action progresses.

**INCLUDES**
- Game console, hand-held trigger

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps) or battery

**SPACE**
- 4’l x 4’w

**Ages**
- 6 & Up

---

**Home Stretch**
Players bounce a ball on the ledge to land inside one of the holes to move their horse toward the finish line. 2 player or 4 player versions available.

**INCLUDES**
- Game console, hand-held trigger

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps) or battery

**SPACE**
- 4’l x 4’w

**Ages**
- 6 & Up

---

**Speedway 500**
contestants quickly bounce balls off the launch pad into slingshot, draft, and dirty air slots, to gain “speed” across the scoreboard. 2 player or 4 player versions available.

**INCLUDES**
- Game console, hand-held trigger

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 15 amps)

**SPACE**
- 2 player: 8’l x 4.5’w x 7’h  
  4 player: 8’l x 9’w x 7’h

**Ages**
- 6 & Up
Giant Space Invaders
An updated version of the classic game. 2 players sit in the battle seats and fire their cannons at the giant LED screen.

INCLUDES  Game console, LED screen, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’ x 10’w x 9.5’h

World’s Largest Pac-Man
Don’t forget to grab the fruit! Play the classic game on our huge LED screen!

INCLUDES  Game LED screen, attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

Pac-Man Battle Royal Deluxe
Bigger and better than ever – play head-to-head and eat opponents before they eat you!

INCLUDES  4 player podiums, projector or screen, 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

At The Buzzer Basketball
It’s free-throws with a twist – as the rounds progress, the hoop moves in all directions, greatly increasing the challenge and fun!

INCLUDES  Game, balls and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  3.5’w x 7.5’d x 7’h

Pac-Man Battle Royale
The first 4 player version – insanely competitive!

INCLUDES  Game console
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE  4’ x 4’w x 7.5’h

Chaos Arcade Game Table
A 4 player version of our popular Strike A Light game, with the twist of color changing lights.

INCLUDES  Game board and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE  4’1 x 4’w x 3’h

World’s Largest Pac-Man
Don’t forget to grab the fruit! Play the classic game on our huge LED screen!

INCLUDES  Game LED screen, attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

Pac-Man Battle Royal Deluxe
Bigger and better than ever – play head-to-head and eat opponents before they eat you!

INCLUDES  4 player podiums, projector or screen, 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

At The Buzzer Basketball
It’s free-throws with a twist – as the rounds progress, the hoop moves in all directions, greatly increasing the challenge and fun!

INCLUDES  Game, balls and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  3.5’w x 7.5’d x 7’h

Pac-Man Battle Royale
The first 4 player version – insanely competitive!

INCLUDES  Game console
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE  4’ x 4’w x 7.5’h

Chaos Arcade Game Table
A 4 player version of our popular Strike A Light game, with the twist of color changing lights.

INCLUDES  Game board and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE  4’1 x 4’w x 3’h

World’s Largest Pac-Man
Don’t forget to grab the fruit! Play the classic game on our huge LED screen!

INCLUDES  Game LED screen, attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

Pac-Man Battle Royal Deluxe
Bigger and better than ever – play head-to-head and eat opponents before they eat you!

INCLUDES  4 player podiums, projector or screen, 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

At The Buzzer Basketball
It’s free-throws with a twist – as the rounds progress, the hoop moves in all directions, greatly increasing the challenge and fun!

INCLUDES  Game, balls and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  3.5’w x 7.5’d x 7’h

Pac-Man Battle Royale
The first 4 player version – insanely competitive!

INCLUDES  Game console
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE  4’ x 4’w x 7.5’h

Chaos Arcade Game Table
A 4 player version of our popular Strike A Light game, with the twist of color changing lights.

INCLUDES  Game board and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE  4’1 x 4’w x 3’h

World’s Largest Pac-Man
Don’t forget to grab the fruit! Play the classic game on our huge LED screen!

INCLUDES  Game LED screen, attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

Pac-Man Battle Royal Deluxe
Bigger and better than ever – play head-to-head and eat opponents before they eat you!

INCLUDES  4 player podiums, projector or screen, 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

At The Buzzer Basketball
It’s free-throws with a twist – as the rounds progress, the hoop moves in all directions, greatly increasing the challenge and fun!

INCLUDES  Game, balls and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  3.5’w x 7.5’d x 7’h

Pac-Man Battle Royale
The first 4 player version – insanely competitive!

INCLUDES  Game console
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE  4’ x 4’w x 7.5’h

Chaos Arcade Game Table
A 4 player version of our popular Strike A Light game, with the twist of color changing lights.

INCLUDES  Game board and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE  4’1 x 4’w x 3’h

World’s Largest Pac-Man
Don’t forget to grab the fruit! Play the classic game on our huge LED screen!

INCLUDES  Game LED screen, attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

Pac-Man Battle Royal Deluxe
Bigger and better than ever – play head-to-head and eat opponents before they eat you!

INCLUDES  4 player podiums, projector or screen, 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  8’1 x 10’w x 9.5’h

At The Buzzer Basketball
It’s free-throws with a twist – as the rounds progress, the hoop moves in all directions, greatly increasing the challenge and fun!

INCLUDES  Game, balls and 1 attendant
REQUIRES  Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)
SPACE  3.5’w x 7.5’d x 7’h
Arcade Games

Rock Band on Stage
Gamers take the stage to perform music from the world’s biggest rock artists using drums, bass/lead guitars and a microphone.

**INCLUDES** Game console, speakers, stage, mic, guitars, drums, LCD TVs, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE** 12’l x 15’w x 8’h

**Ages** 8 & Up

Laser Shooting Gallery
Practice your marksmanship or hunting skills with a laser rifle or handgun.

**INCLUDES** Laser guns, computer, LCD projector and screen, 8’l x 8’w tent, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w x 8’h

**Ages** 8 & Up

XBox 360, XBox One & Wii
We have everything for XBox and Wii that you would need for a single unit setup or multiple player tournament experience.

**INCLUDES** Game console(s), game discs, LCD TV and truss, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w x 7’h

**Ages** 6 & Up

Basketball Beat Baller
Similar to DDR with a basketball twist – players bounce the ball to the beat of the music, to try to master 20 different moves.

**INCLUDES** Game system, LCD TV and truss, 1 basketball, basketball court rug, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w x 7’h

**Ages** 6 & Up

Guitar Hero
Two players go head to head on guitars to see who will jam to the highest score!

**INCLUDES** Game system, LCD TV and truss, 2 guitars and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w x 7’h

**Ages** 8 & Up

Dance Central & DDR
Similar to the arcade style machine, 2 players follow the arrows and dance to the beat.

**INCLUDES** Game system, LCD TV and truss system, speaker, dance pads, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w x 7’h

**Ages** 8 & Up

Laser Shooting Gallery
Practice your marksmanship or hunting skills with a laser rifle or handgun.

**INCLUDES** Laser guns, computer, LCD projector and screen, 8’l x 8’w tent, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps)

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w x 8’h

**Ages** 8 & Up
Golden Tee
Use a trackball controller to play 1 of 5 arcade golf courses. You and up to 3 friends can decide to play 3 holes or a full round.

INCLUDES Game console(s), game discs, LCD TV and truss, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 8’1" x 6’w

Ages 6 & Up

Power Putt
Similar to Golden Tee, Power Putt allows you and up to 7 friends to play a round of mini golf on 1 of 11 courses.

INCLUDES Game console(s), game discs, LCD TV and truss, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 8’1" x 6’w

Ages 6 & Up

Silver Strike Bowling
Players can choose from a variety of bowling game options. For up to 8 players at a time.

INCLUDES Game console(s), game discs, LCD TV and truss, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 8’1" x 6’w

Ages 6 & Up

Target Toss Pro
An electronic version of Corn Hole – up to 16 players take turns using a trackball to toss the bag into the target board.

INCLUDES Game console(s), game discs, LCD TV and truss, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 8’1" x 6’w

Ages 6 & Up

250+ Classic Arcade Games
Relive your 80’s arcade experience while playing Pac-Man, Galaga, Asteroids, Centipede or one of 250 built-in arcade classics on a 42-inch screen.

INCLUDES Game console(s), game discs, LCD TV and truss, and 1 attendant
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 8’1" x 6’w

Ages 6 & Up

Multi-Arcade Video Games
All your favorite games from the 1980s... Ms. Pac-Man, Galaga, Frogger, Donkey Kong, Pac-Man, Space Invaders and more!

INCLUDES Game console
REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11 amps)
SPACE 8’1" x 6’w

Ages 6 & Up

See our website for complete list of games!
Create Your Own Private Game Room!

- Double Shots Basketball
  - Inflatable Style
- Double Shots Basketball
  - Frame Style
- 2 Minute Drill
- Electronic Darts
- Bumper Pool
- Table Shuffleboard
- Table Tennis
- 4-Sided Table Tennis
- Floor Curl
- Dome Stick Hockey
- 2018 Stanley Cup Bubble Hockey
- Air Hockey
Arcade Games

- Skeeball
- Electronic Scoring Skeeball
- Foosball
- 8 Player Foosball
- Claw Machine/Crane Game
- 7’ & 8’ Billiards Tables
- Giant LED 16 Player Foosball
- 16 Player Foosball
- 20 Player Foosball
Virtual Arcade Games

Talk of the Town offers a wide variety of your favorite video games, taking the gaming experience to the next level with props and specialty controllers. Game systems each require electricity (110 volt, 20 amps). Space requirements vary by game. Great for ages 8 & up.
VS-10 Virtual Sports Simulator

Just like the ones you see at sporting events, arcades, and sports bars! A sports simulator with the ability to play and compete in several sports:

- **Football**: QB Passing
- **Baseball**: Pitching & Hitting
- **Hockey**: Shootout or Skills Challenge
- **Soccer**: Penalty Kick & Directional Kick Challenge
- **Rugby**: Kicking Challenge

- **Football**: Field Goal Kicking
- **Zombie Dodgeball**: Knock down the Zombies before they get to you
- **Arcade Basketball**: Basketball Shootout
- **Carnival**: Play your favorite carnival games on the midway
- **Cricket**: Throwing/Bowling Challenge

**INCLUDES** 10’ x 10’ tent with sidewalls, computer, software, sports game accessories, LCD projector, projection screen, and 1 attendant. **MINIMUM 3 HOUR SET-UP TIME**

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20-amps), and 1 table

**SPACE** 15’l x 12’w x 11’h

Virtual Sports Cage

- **Baseball Home Run Derby**
- **Football Target Toss**
- **Basketball 3-Point Shot**
- **Hockey Slap Shot**
- **Soccer Header**
Add a fun, colorful touch to your game room with a Glow Arcade!

LED Games

LED Foosball
LED Shuffleboard
LED Darts
LED Air Hockey
LED Ping Pong
LED Mini Golf
LED Cornhole
LED Casino Tables

Giant LED Light Bright Board
Remember playing with your small toy version of this as a kid? You and your guests will love reminiscing and creating designs by placing translucent colored acrylic pegs in the giant 6’w x 4’h LED back-lit panel board. A fun, interactive experience for all ages! Great for displaying a logo or design and later turning into an interactive activity, too!

INCLUDES Giant LED board, over 1000 different colored pegs (up to 8 colors), peg bins, (1) 8 foot table, table cover, and 1 attendant

REQUIRES Electricity (110 volt, 11-amps)

SPACE 8’l x 3’d (sits on table)

Complete the room with our LED lounge furniture!
Wooden Mini Golf
Set up your own course with 3, 6, 9 or even up to 18 fun and challenging holes. A great game for players of all ages and skill levels.

**INCLUDES**
- Golf holes, putters, golf balls, scorecards, pencils, and attendant(s)

**REQUIRES**
- Table for putters, balls, etc.

**SPACE**
- Each hole varies in size but measures approx. 10’l x 3’w

---

Sphero Golf
A golf game for the tech generation – use a cell phone to “putt” and make the Sphero ball roll to the hole. Use on Wooden or LED golf courses.

**INCLUDES**
- Hole(s), cell phone putter, balls, scorecards, pencils, and attendant(s)

**REQUIRES**
- Table for putters, balls, etc.

**SPACE**
- Each hole varies in size but measures approx. 10’l x 3’w

---

LED Mini Golf
Play golf into the evening as our LED side rails light up to create a ‘glow” effect and allow players to view the course, even in a dark setting.

**INCLUDES**
- Golf holes, putters, golf balls, scorecards, pencils, and attendant(s)

**REQUIRES**
- Table for putters, balls, etc.

**SPACE**
- 6 holes are 8’l x 3’w each; 2 holes are 8’l x 6’w, and 1 hole is 8’l x 8’w

---

Putts 2 Go
Brings a miniature fairway to your event! Players take turns putting to see who gets the most points. Great for trade shows, carnivals, and other events.

**INCLUDES**
- Game, catch barrier, putters, golf balls, scorecards, pencils, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Table for putters, balls, etc.

**SPACE**
- 12’l x 3’w

---

Black Light Mini Golf
Experience glow in the dark mini golf with our black light towers.

**INCLUDES**
- Black light towers, holes, putters, balls, scorecards, pencils, and attendant(s)

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), table

**SPACE**
- 6 holes are 8’l x 3’w each; 2 holes are 8’l x 6’w, and 1 hole is 8’l x 8’w

---

Prize Putt
Combine the game of mini golf with the excitement of winning prizes. Great for trade show displays!

**INCLUDES**
- Game, putters and golf balls

**REQUIRES**
- Table, prizes

**SPACE**
- 4’l x 4’w
Generate the excitement of Atlantic City, Las Vegas, or Monte Carlo with our many games of chance. Programs include casino tables, professional dealers, customized money, closing options, and pit boss (floor manager).

**Table Games**
- Black Jack
- Craps
- Roulette
- Texas Hold 'Em Poker
- Dealer's Choice Poker
- Money Wheels
- Casino War
- Caribbean Stud Poker
- Let It Ride
- Red Dog
- 3 Card Poker
- Mini Baccarat
- Multi-Action Black Jack
- Pai Gow Poker
- Beat The Dealer
- Under/Over 7

**Casino Games**
- Money Machines
- Bingo
- Keno
- Cinema Horse Racing
- Horse & Dolly Game
- Derby Racers
- Slot Machines

**Casino Props**
- Cashier Cage
- Oversized Playing Cards
- Oversized Dice
- Lighted Marque Signs
- Las Vegas Sign
- Vegas Photo Backdrops
LED Casino Tables
Set your party apart from traditional (green-felt) casino tables or create a “High Rollers” special section at your next casino event. Tables can be set to most colors (most popular are blue, red, pink, green). Available table games: Black Jack, Texas Hold’Em Poker, Roulette and 8’ Craps.

Strolling Casino Tables
If you are having a hard time fitting enough tables in the room, don’t worry! Strolling black jack and poker tables save on space and create a fun, entertaining way to encourage guests to mix and mingle at your party.
**Photo Favors**

**Instacam Social Media Kiosk**
Guests walk up to our photo kiosk, take a picture, and then print what looks like an Instagram photo. A green screen background package can be included for an additional fee.

**INCLUDES** Booth, printer, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (1) 6’ table, and (1) trash can

**SPACE** 10’w x 10’d

**Digital Photo Booth**
Everyone will enjoy taking 4 pictures with family and friends in our digital photo booth. Each photo session prints 2 classic photo strips of 4 pictures each.

**INCLUDES** Photo machine, printer, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (1) 6’ table, and (1) trash can

**SPACE** 10’1” x 6’ w x 7’ h

**Notes:**
- All photo booths include props (hats, boas, glasses, and signs)
- Client will also receive a USB thumb drive containing all images from their event

**iMingle**
An open-air photo booth that takes pictures of guests, lets them scribble on the touch screen, then print their creation. A green screen background and/or social media package can be included for an additional fee.

**INCLUDES** Booth, printer, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (1) 6’ table, and (1) trash can

**SPACE** 10’w x 10’d

**Virtual Graffiti Wall**
We take your picture, project the image on a 10’ movie screen, then give you digital spray cans for you to add words and doodles to the picture. A green screen background and/or social media package can be included for an additional fee.

**INCLUDES** Screen, camera, projector, digital drawing tools, printer, and 2 attendants

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (2) 6’ tables, and (1) trash can

**SPACE** 15’1” x 12’ w

**Mirror Me Booth**
Take your photo booth experience to a whole new level! Guests walk up to the full-length mirror, and use a touch screen with colorful animations to engage in a magical, interactive “selfie” experience.

**INCLUDES** Photo Booth, printer, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20-amps), (2) 6 foot tables (1 for props, 1 for printer)

**SPACE** 8’1” x 8’ w x 7’ h

**Open Air Photo Booth**
Similar to our digital photo booth but allows for more people in each picture. Choose between a strip of 4 pictures or (1) 4” x 6” photo.

**INCLUDES** Photo machine, printer, and 1 attendant.

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (1) 6’ table, and (1) trash can

**SPACE** 10’1” x 10’ w x 7’ h

Available in white or black

Notes:
- All photo booths include props (hats, boas, glasses, and signs)
- Client will also receive a USB thumb drive containing all images from their event
**Infinite Photo Booth**
The most versatile photo booth on the market! Includes LED lights that change color, touchscreen panels, and ability to brand. Tons of effects like animated gifs, augmented reality filters, videos, photo-morphing, and flip-book photos – with either green screen or background of your choice.

**INCLUDES**
- Photo Booth, printer and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (2) 6 foot tables (1 for props, 1 for printer)

**SPACE**
- 10’l x 10’w x 7’h

---

**Green Screen Photo Stations**
Transport your guests anywhere with a green screen background. Quick, professional quality photos by a live photographer make a great keepsake.

**INCLUDES**
- Computer program, printer, photo backdrop, props, and 2 attendants

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (2) 6’ tables, and (1) trash can

**SPACE**
- 15’l x 12’w

---

**Photo Booth Enclosures**
Bring a little color into your party room, and allow more guests to take pictures together - in a little more private setting. Choose from either LED or Black.

**INCLUDES**
- Digital photo system, enclosure

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), (1) table, (1) trash can

**SPACE**
- 8’l x 8’w x 8’h

---

**Big Chair and Giant Bear Photos**

**Paparazzi Photos**

**Step & Repeat Banners**

**Giant Inflatable Snow Globe Photos**

Choose from lots of fun Selfie Booth backgrounds!
Let Us Entertain You!
We offer a variety of performers for all occasions. Whether you are planning a company picnic, holiday party, birthday party, bar/bat mitzvah, or street fair, these entertainers are sure to add fun and excitement to your event.

Entertainers:
Caricaturists
Tarot Card Readers
Palm Readers
Crystal Ball Readers
Handwriting Analysts
Face Painters
Balloon Artists
Magicians
Hypnotists
Clowns
Airbrush Tattoos
Henna Tattoos
Temporary Tattoo Artists
Glitter Tattoo Artists
Crystal Tattoo Artists
Jugglers
Airbrush On Clothing
Feather Hair Extensions
Stilt Walkers
Mimes
Massage Chairs
Unicyclists
Cowboy Trick Rope Artists
Fire Eaters
Puppet Shows
Children’s Musicians
Easter Bunny
Santa Claus
Auctioneer
**Fabulous Feud**
"Survey Says"... Two "families" compete against each other to name the most popular responses to a survey question.

**INCLUDES** Face-off podium, table-top player/family podiums, LCD projector, projection screen, sound system/control panel, speakers, stocked questions, MC, and 1 assistant

---

**Spin To Win**
Contestants compete to solve word puzzles to win prizes.

**INCLUDES** 3 player podiums, LCD projector, projection screen, sound system/control panel, speakers, stocked questions, MC, and 1 assistant

---

**Trivia Challenge**
Participants show off their knowledge of general trivia in this fast-paced quiz show.

**INCLUDES** 4 player podiums, LCD projector, projection screen, sound system/control panel, speakers, stocked questions, MC, and 1 assistant

---

**The Pricing Game**
Contestants compete to win prizes by guessing the pricing of merchandise, ranging from everyday grocery items to large vacation packages. Programs are customizable.

**INCLUDES** 4 player podiums, sound system/control panel, LCD projector, projection screen, laptop computer, speakers, stocked pricing items, 6 pricing games, MC/Announcer, and 1 assistant

---

**60 Seconds To Victory**
Compete as individuals or teams to master challenges using ordinary household items and office supplies. Programs are customizable based on age groups, levels of challenge difficulty, time allotment and space limitations. Game show can also be used as a team-building activity.

**INCLUDES** Props and challenges, scoreboard, MC, and 1 assistant

---

**The Pricing Game**
Contestants compete to win prizes by guessing the pricing of merchandise, ranging from everyday grocery items to large vacation packages. Programs are customizable.

**INCLUDES** 4 player podiums, sound system/control panel, LCD projector, projection screen, laptop computer, speakers, stocked pricing items, 6 pricing games, MC/Announcer, and 1 assistant

---

**Digi Games**
Similar to Game Show Mania, a simplified, yet professional wireless controller system to allow you to run your own game shows. Choose to play any one of several popular game show programs. Questions are included, but you have the ability to add any of your own questions as well.

**INCLUDES** Up to 10 trivia cubes, laptop computer

---

**Game Show Mania**
A scaled-down version of Trivia Challenge without the LCD projector and screen for a faster paced show.

**INCLUDES** Player podiums, sound system/control panel, speakers, stocked questions, MC, and 1 assistant

---

**Take The Deal... Or Not!**
Instead of pulling prizes from a hat, invite your players to a game of Take The Deal. Prizes can be either monetary values or gifts, whichever you decide. Number of cases can vary to make game faster or more lengthy.

**INCLUDES** Up to 26 cases, display unit, sound system LCD projector and screen, MC, banker, and 1 assistant

---

**Note:** Floor space, A/V, tables and electrical requirements vary by game show. Custom questions can be added for an additional fee – please call for details.
**Movie Screens and Attention Getters**

---

**Giant Inflatable Movie Screen**

Turn your field or gymnasium into a movie theater! Perfect for schools, pools, parks, neighborhood parties, and birthday parties!

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable with 20’w x 16’h screen, 1 blower, 4000 lumens LCD projector, 2 audio speakers and stands, DVD player, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), 1 table

**SPACE**
- 10’l x 24’w x 8’d space for screen plus viewing and projecting area

---

**Searchlights**

Attract attention from miles around! Great for grand openings, special sales events, concerts, movie premiers, after-prom parties, sporting events and nighttime gatherings.

**INCLUDES**
- Portable searchlight

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (220 volt, 30 amps)

**SPACE**
- 4’l x 4’w

**NOTE:** Permit may be required depending upon location of your event

---

**Backyard Movie Screen**

Turn your backyard or field into a “drive-in” movie theater! Perfect for backyard and neighborhood parties.

**INCLUDES**
- Inflatable with 18’w x 12’h screen, 1 blower, 3500 lumens LCD projector, audio speakers and stands, DVD player, and 1 attendant

**REQUIRES**
- Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), 1 table

**SPACE**
- 12’l x 12’w x 6’d space for screen plus viewing and projecting area
Music

DJs
We offer several DJs to best fit your needs. From background music for a casino night, to high-energy fun and games for a b’nai mitzvah or school celebration, our DJs are well versed in selecting the right music for your party.

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), 1 table

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w

Lights, dancers and prize giveaways are available for an additional fee.

Karaoke DJs
Add karaoke to any DJ system to see who in the crowd is a star.

**INCLUDES** DJ sound system, karaoke discs, song lists, microphones, speakers, speaker stands and TV monitor

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), 1 table

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w space plus room for singers and audience

Stage/Riser
Increase visibility and awareness for any DJ, band, speaker, presentation, or group with our modular 16’h stage. Can be used as a bimah as well, for bar and bat mitzvah services held outside the synagogue. Stage comes in 4’ x 8’ sections. 12 sections available for up to 16’l x 24’w stage area.

**INCLUDES** Non-slip tread stage surface, 1 step-up with railing, and skirting

**REQUIRES** Level surface

Portable Karaoke Unit
A simple to set-up and use system. Perform your favorite classics from our library or find and sing along to your favorite songs on the internet.

**INCLUDES** Karaoke unit with TV, 2 microphones and 2 speakers, and cables for connecting your own devices

**REQUIRES** Electricity (110 volt, 20 amps), 1 table

**SPACE** 8’l x 8’w

Custom Dance Floor Vinyl Layovers
Make a huge impact with a custom logo or design motif on the dance floor at your event.

**INCLUDES** Vinyl material, laydown, and cleanup

**REQUIRES** Extended time for setup and breakdown – dependant upon size of dance floor
Use attractive, comfortable lounge seating to create a fun and social atmosphere at your event.

We can customize table tops and bars with your logo or to tie into your event theme!
Lounge Furniture
### Tables
- 4' Banquet Tables
- 4' Card Tables
- 5' Round Banquet Tables
- 6' Banquet Tables
- 8' Banquet Tables
- 30" Square LED Cocktail Tables
- 30" Round Cocktail Hi-Top Tables
- 30" Round Truss Hi-Top Tables

### Inflatable Pub & Tents
Talk of the Town offers a selection of event tents and structures ranging in size from 10' x 10' (pop-up tents) to large pole tents. Please call today to discuss the needs of your event.

### Table Covers
- Kwik-Covers
- Spandex Linen
- Solid Colors Linen
- Crush Table Linen
- Satin Table Linen
- Krinkle
- Bengaline Moire Table Linen
- Pintuck Table Linen
- Imperial Stripe Linen
- Lame Linen
- Novelty/Theme Linens

### Chairs & Bleachers
- Adirondack Plastic Chairs
- Kiddie Chairs
- Black Folding Chairs
- White Folding Chairs
- Black Padded Bar Stools
- Wooden Bar Stools
- 15' x 4-Tier Bleachers

### Spandex Covers
- Chair Covers
- Bar Stool Covers
- Table Covers
Meeting Equipment and Traffic Stoppers

Trade Show Traffic Stoppers
Is your company soliciting clients at a trade show? You have spent money on the booth space and literature - now you need a traffic stopper, so people actually spend quality time talking to your staff:

- Microphone Systems
- Bull Horns
- Generators
- Fencing
- Pedestal & Barrel Fans
- Portable Heaters
- Fire Pits
- Coat Racks
- Digital Antennas & TVs
- LCD Projectors/Screens
- DVD Players
- Sports Scoreboards
- Raffle Drums & Tickets

Additional Items To Complete Your Event

- Popcorn Machines
- Game Shows
- Casino Tables
- Mini Golf Holes
- Money Wheels
- Money Machines
- Photo Booths
- Photo Stations
- Caricature Artists
- Massage Stations
- The Vault
- Popcorn Machine
- Putts to Go
- Raffle Drums

... and more!

Cell Phone Charging Stations

- Pipe and Drapes
- Fire Pits
- Microphones
- Generators
- Coat Racks
- LCD Projectors

Red and Blue Carpet, Rope & Stanchions
Roll out the red carpet for your VIP guests! We carry 3 foot wide carpets in 12, 25, and 50 foot lengths. Tape to keep carpet flat on floor may be purchased separately.

- Portable Patio Towers
  For late night outdoor events.

- Portable Patio Heaters
  Keep your guests comfortable even if there’s a chill in the air.
Need something personalized? We’ve got you covered!

Use merchandise, printed with your logo or slogan, to reach out to potential customers, thank employees or clients, or to help promote you, your company, or event… Talk of the Town offers a wide range of products at extremely competitive pricing to allow people to see your brand and remember you:

- T-shirts and clothing
- Embroidery
- Silk screening
- Pens
- Magnets
- Tote bags
- Bluetooth items
- Sports bottles
- Mugs
- Tumblers
- Umbrellas
- Notebooks
- Socks
- I-wallets
- Banners and signs
- Coolers
- Backpacks
- Blankets
- Key chains
- Lanyards
- Mobile chargers
- Headphones
- Food gifts
- Padfolios
- Calendars
Company Holiday Parties
Company Picnics
Birthday Parties
Bar and Bat Mitzvahs
Theme Parties
Fundraisers
Trade Shows
Conventions
Quinceañeras
School Carnivals
Weddings and Rehearsal Dinners
Team Building Events
Neighborhood Parties
Church and Synagogue Events
Community Celebrations
Country Club Events
Backyard BBQs
And much more!

www.tottevents.com